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This week during your child’s classroom guidance lesson children learned how to 
resolve conflicts peacefully.   
 
Conflict was defined as: “A disagreement with several possible causes and several 
possible outcomes.”  Children learned other words for conflict  which included 
some of the following:  Problem Disagreement Argument Fight 
 
We began the lesson by listening to the story, The Berenstain Bears Get in a 
Fight, by Stan and Jan Berenstain.  In the story the bears learn that sometimes 
even the best of friends and siblings don’t always get along and can get involved 
in a conflict.  The bears must learn how to work through their conflict.   
 
Students continued the lesson by sharing real conflicts that occur in their lives.  
Through the help of their classroom peers, students learned effective conflict 
resolution strategies by choosing the most effective plan. 
 
A bungee cord was also used to demonstrate how we can often feel “pulled” in 
different directions during a conflict.  
 
Next, children learned some different conflict solutions including: 
 

� I Messages 
� Compromising 
� Help From Adult 
� Being Assertive 
� Time Apart 
� Asking Questions 

 



We practiced some of these conflict strategies by discussing certain conflict 
situations and then offering some useful solutions.  Students had fun by choosing 
conflict solutions from a velcro board and placing them next to the conflict! 
Children then continued practicing these skills by coming up to the Smartboard 
to play the “Case of Conflict” game! The conflicts and solutions listed below 
appeared on the Smartboard.  In pairs, children were randomly called up to the 
board to move the appropriate conflict solution word and place it next to the 
problem to make the best match!   
 
To conclude the lesson, students had the opportunity to practice some of these 
conflict strategies by playing the game, A Case of Conflict (From a collection of 
games in a Case of Conflict Resolution, published by the Center for Applied 
Psychology, Inc. 1996). 
In small groups, children were given dice, a game board, conflict cards, and a 
conflict strategy sheet.  Students read conflicts off the conflict cards and then 
discussed with their group members how best to handle the conflict.   
 
Conflicts Included: 
 

� Someone won’t play by the rules of a game. 
� You want to play soccer and a friend wants to play on the swings. 
� A new student has no one to play with. 
� You and a close friend have not been getting along 
� You want to join in a game at recess but are nervous. 
� You and a friend both get to the swings at the same time and there is only 

one swing left.  
 
Solutions included: 
 

� “I” MESSAGE MELISSA (“I feel___when you___.”) 
� COMPROMISE CARLY (Take turns or Share)) 
� GROWN-UP GABBY (Talk to an adult for help) 
� ASSERTIVE ALBERT (Stand up for yourself) 
� TIME APART TOMMY (Take a friendship “break”) 
� ASK QUESTIONS QUINCY (Ask your friend questions) 

 
Students had fun learning conflict strategies by playing this game.  You are 
encouraged to play this game with your child too for a wonderful follow-up 
activity on conflict resolution! 
 
 


